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	These are the proceedings of the Third IFIP WG 8.1 Working Conference on the Practice of Enterprise Modeling, held in Delft (The Netherlands) on November 9 and 10, 2010. It followed the success of PoEM 2008 and 2009 (both held in Stockholm), which each attracted over 50 participants from all over the world, representing both industry and academia. This indicates that enterprise modeling (EM) has gained popularity both in the academic community and among practitioners.


	The interactive format of the previous conferences sparked constructive interaction between research and practice. PoEM 2010 further strengthened this interaction.


	The PoEM conferences contribute to establishing a dedicated forum where the use of EM in practice is addressed by bringing together researchers, users and practitioners. The main focus of PoEM is EM methods, approaches, and tools, and how they are used in practice. The goal of the conference was to further a better understanding of the practice of EM and improve the theory behind the practice, contributing to improved EM practice and to the sharing of knowledge.


	For this third edition, the founders of PoEM, Anne Persson and Janis Stirna, passed the torch for the first time; we hope we lived up to the high standards set by them and thank them for their initiative, commitment, and excellent work.


	PoEM will return to Scandinavia next year, and will remain to do so every other year. The 17 high-quality papers (out of 44 submissions) presented at PoEM 2010 display a welcome diversity in topics while being duly centered around the enterprise modeling theme. A number of submissions reflected the trend for both practitioners and academics to look into domains and conceptualizations that are more and more distant from those that are the focus in traditional information systems engineering, addressing a continuation of the move towards dedicated and far reaching “business-orientation.” Also, we observe that the field is slowly but surely maturing, as indicated by an increase in detail and specialization of the contributions.


	In its 2010 edition, PoEM saw relatively few submissions concerning enterprise architecture. It is very likely this is because this year PoEM was co-located with two other events: the Practice-Driven Research in Enterprise Transformations (PRET 2010) working conference, and the Trends in Enterprise Architecture Research (TEAR 2010) workshop. Proceedings of both events also appear in the Springer LNBIP series. The three events together constituted Enterprise Engineering Week, with Erik Proper at the helm.
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Rake Task Management EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Deploy, test, and build software to solve real-world automation challenges using Rake


	Overview

	
		Solve real-world automation challenges with human readable code.
	
		Build or deploy an application package quickly.
	
		Easy-to-follow instructions to speed up tasks and manage them...
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Smalltalk, Objects, and DesignIuniverse Inc, 2000
This reference and text treats the Smalltalk programming system and the web of object-oriented ideas within and around it. Thus it is more than a guide to the language; it also examines Smalltalk in its technical and historical setting, and along the way addresses the questions that every Smalltalk developer sooner or later naturally wonders about....
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Ham Radio for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
You can be a lifesaver while you make new friends
Find out about ham radio, prepare for your license, and join the fun!     

Hams do cool things like talking to folks around the world and helping with communications during emergencies. If hamming it up sounds like fun, here’s the scoop, including licensing requirements and how to...
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Thesis Projects: A Guide for Students in Computer Science and Information SystemsSpringer, 2007
"The authors have written a short book for students doing final year projects in computer science and information systems. Because the authors are from Sweden, the details of the procedures and expectations will vary in other countries. However, in the hands of a discerning reader, this book could be useful at several levels, at many colleges...
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The Cathedral & the Bazaar: Musings on Linux and Open Source by an Accidental RevolutionaryO'Reilly, 2001

	
		Open source provides the competitive advantage in the Internet Age. According to the August Forrester Report, 56 percent of IT managers interviewed at Global 2,500 companies are already using some type of open source software in their infrastructure and another 6 percent will install it in the next two years. This revolutionary model...
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English Grammar For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010


	When you’re a grammarian, people react to you in interesting — and

	sometimes downright strange — ways. When the first edition of

	English Grammar For Dummies came out in 2001, an elderly man asked

	me about something that had puzzled him for eight decades: Why did his

	church, St. Paul’s, include an...
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